Hello everyone,

I hope all are doing well and staying healthy through this pandemic we are having this year nobody knows what next year will bring but we will work through it. Below are some pictures of signs you see throughout the park reminding everyone to wear masks and practice Safe Social Distancing. Looks like this may continue into next season so you will probably be seeing a lot of signs like this. So far we have had no Reported cases at TR (hooray!!) let's all hope we can keep it that way as long as possible.
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Summer Updates
In May we started the planned maintenance of the waste plant holding tanks. They were emptied, power washed, etched and re-seamed. The entire project went very well and the tanks are now in great shape for years to come.

After
Well that’s it for now,

see ya next month

New lights were added to the Tennis / Pickleball courts to extend play time into the evening.

To the left is a picture of the new section of Boardwalk that The Maintenance Dept. constructed this summer (30ft long with safety railing) also several of the deck boards were replaced on the old boardwalk for safety.